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SWIFT – Advanced Services for Identity Management

Alejandro Pérez-Méndez, Elena-Maria Torroglosa-García, Gabriel López-Millán, Antonio F. Gómez-Skarmeta, Joao Girao, and Mario Lischka

Traditional solutions for identity management, based on the end user authentication, usually by means of credentials such as username and password, have significantly improved in recent years with the incorporation of SSO (Single Sign-On) mechanisms and the concept of identity federations. However, both providers and end users are demanding additional services not yet available in current solutions. These additional advanced services such as anonymity, authorization based on end user attributes, and cross-layer SSO, would improve the usability and security of these systems. The SWIFT (Secure Widespread Identities for Federated Telecommunications) project aims to offer an identity management framework in which all these advanced topics can work together.

Keywords: Identity Management, Privacy, SSO, SWIFT, Virtual Identity.

1 Introduction

Identity management is an aspect of Internet service provision that causes concern to network and security administrators of organizations willing to provide services over the Internet [1]. From the point of view of both organizations and end users, management of user accounts is of paramount importance both to protect service providers against malicious users, and to protect users against providers that want to obtain information about user profiles, behaviour patterns, site visited sites, etc [2].

The increasing importance of new services on the Internet, mainly due to the increasing popularity of social networks [3], results in users having to manage a many accounts associated to those services and which contain information about their own identity. This situation leads to bad management of these accounts by end users and, therefore, to security risks [4].

On the contrary, service providers have traditionally based end user access to services on end user information, linked to end user identity, which is used for authentication
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purposes. Nowadays, more and more providers are requesting solutions to incorporate additional end user information in order to decide whether an end user is allowed or not to access the service, that is, not just making use of login and password, but using additional attributes (such as organization, role, age, etc.) thus incorporating a complete authorization process.

It is also important to note that service providers are forming identity federations, [1] in order to facilitate user access to different services by means of Single Sign-On (SSO) mechanisms [5]. These identity federations try to partially mitigate the problem of the existence of multiple user accounts, but they rarely offer solutions for the management of authorization, privacy nor anonymous access to services [1].

The SWIFT project (Secure Widespread Identities for Federated Telecommunications) [6] defines an identity management framework that aims to provide a solution to all these advanced aspects requested by end users and by service providers. SWIFT aims to allow users to group all their accounts into virtual identities. Moreover, it allows users to access the services in an anonymous way, thus avoiding traceability by third-parties.

Starting from this identity federation scenario, it is desired, moreover, to introduce SSO management not only at the service layer such as web services, but also in those scenarios where network access requires a previous authentication step. That is, to perform a single authentication process both for network access and to allow SSO access to the upper layer services.

In order to describe these characteristics, this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 offers an overview of how SWIFT incorporates this set of advanced identity management aspects. In Section 3, components of the architecture are briefly described, while Section 4 depicts a use case illustrating the basic behaviour of the different entities. Section 5 gives an overview of related work, before we conclude with an outlook on future work in Section 6.

2 Advanced Identity Management Aspects in SWIFT

The following section provides a high-level overview of the most important advanced identity management aspects covered by SWIFT.

2.1 Identity Aggregation

Nowadays, typical Internet users have many accounts with different service providers (e.g. electronic bank, email, social networks, blogs, etc.). Associated with each of these accounts are both authentication credentials and some amount of personal information related to the user (e.g. name, address, hobbies, work place…). This exposes a series of drawbacks for the user, like having to remember the credentials associated to each one of them, the difficulty of controlling privacy (e.g. revoking access to my phone number in all the accounts) and the tedious need to complete registration forms usually with the very same data.

SWIFT allows users to create virtual identities that link or aggregate authentication credentials and attributes coming from different providers [7], as shown in Figure 1. These providers can play different roles: Authentication Providers utilizing Authentication Statements asserting to other entities that a particular user has been authenticated properly, or Attribute Providers, storing and managing the various pieces of information on a particular identity. A single provider could play both roles if required.
Virtual identities are created and managed on special identity providers called Identity Aggregators, which act as an intermediary entity between Service Providers and the end user information stored on the different identity providers. For each new virtual identity there exists a VID (virtual identifier), that identifies univocally such an identity within the context of an Identity Aggregator (e.g. alice@aggregator.org).

The description of the management of these virtual identities is out of the scope of this paper. A detailed description can be found in [8].

Figure 1 shows an example where the user has defined a virtual identity using his credentials from one of his accounts at Identity Provider A (that will act as Authentication Provider). Besides, the end user has also aggregated some attributes from his accounts at Identity Providers A, B and C (that will play the role of Attribute Providers).

Virtual identities allow solving the drawbacks mentioned above, since it is not required to remember so many of credentials (only the aggregated ones) and service providers can obtain data dynamically from the virtual identity (this way avoiding the problems of redundancy and privacy).

2.2 Identity-based Access Control

In an identity management system, the point of view of end users regarding release of information releasing is the opposite to that of service providers. While the former prefer to reveal the minimum amount of information as possible, when they access a service, service providers seek to obtain as much information as possible about users in order to, on the one hand, provide the service and, on the other hand, to obtain a greater knowledge about the profile of their users. Therefore, a good identity management system must find a compromise to cover the requirements of both end users and service providers.

Thus, a service provider needs to know some identity information of the users to be able to decide whether the service will be provided or not. This process of gathering information and deciding about the access to a service is called Access Control [9][7].

In SWIFT, access control is based on the virtual identity of the user. When a user desires to access a service he presents an Initiation Statement or an SSO Token (if SSO is desired) [8]. However, the Service Provider requires information asserting that she is a valid and identified user in the system. Thus, it contacts with the Identity Aggregator and forwards the received information from the end user. Once the Identity Aggregator has determined the identity of the user, it provides the Service Provider with the Authentication Statement, which makes sure that the user has been authenticated by the Identity Aggregator.

In addition to the verification of the user’s identity, the service provider may require an additional authorization process to verify that the end user satisfies certain requirements before providing her with the service (for example, to be over 18 years old, to have certain nationality or to have a positive balance on a banking account). Thus, the service provider must contact with the Identity Aggregator and request the end user attributes. The amount of user’s information that will be available for the service provider will depend on the attributes that were aggregated by the end user to that virtual identity and the Attribute Release Policies that were defined by her. As the environment is highly distributed, policies have been introduced to specify the user’s intentions [10].

Summarizing, access control is performed in the service providers based on the authentication statements issued by the Identity Aggregator, as well as on the end user attributes, obtained from the Attribute Providers through the Identity Aggregator.

2.3 Cross-layer SSO

One of the main objectives of SWIFT is to provide a Single Sign On (SSO) mechanism [5][11]. This mechanism should work across different network layers, in such a way that allows reusing the authentication performed at one layer to authenticate at a different one. This means that if an end user is authenticated during the access to the network using one of his virtual identities (for example by means of EAP-MD5, EAP-TLS, or PEAP etc. [12] the authentica-
tion material obtained during the process will allow her to access later on to services at the application layer (for example, web services) without repeating the authentication process again.

Figure 2 shows an example where a SWIFT end user is firstly authenticated to access the network, and then he makes use of the defined SSO mechanisms to access a web service. A complete authentication process is performed for the network access, by means of some network level authentication protocol (for example, EAP). As a result of this authentication, the user obtains a SSO Statement generated by the Identity Aggregator. With this statement the user is able to generate the specific SSO Token used to access the web service. The service provider will request the validation of the token to the Identity Aggregator before providing any service to the user.

This provides an added value to end users, but with the drawback of not being transparent for them, as happens with the traditional methods. The management of SSO tokens and statements is described in [8].

2.4 Privacy Management

User privacy management is one of the pillars of the SWIFT architecture. The objective is to provide the end user with the required mechanisms and procedures to control the amount of personal information that is revealed to the different entities in the system. In SWIFT, end user privacy is taken into account from the moment virtual identities are created. Along with the creation process (called enrolment), an end user does not reveal the actual identifiers he has in the different involved providers. A pseudonym (identifier that is created by an entity to refer another entity) is established instead between those providers and the Identity Aggregator. This way, it is impossible for the Identity Aggregator to determine whether the same user has created more than one virtual identity.

As described in Section 2.1, each virtual identity has a unique identifier called VID. This VID, therefore, must be presented by the end user on each access to a protected service, with the purpose of being identified by his Identity Aggregator. In order to protect user privacy, and since this information must go through the service provider, the VID is protected in such a way that only the Identity Aggregator is able to know all details. This way, service providers are not able, on the one hand, of recognizing the identity of the end user (anonymity) and, on the other hand, of relating different accesses of the same user to the same service (unlinkability) [7].

Besides protecting their identity, SWIFT allows end users to control what kind of information can be revealed and to whom. As indicated before, when an end user accesses to the different available services, her intention is to reveal as minimum amount of information as possible (Section 2.2). For this reason, SWIFT makes use of advanced attribute release policies that are established by the end user at the Identity Aggregator, which becomes into the trust point of the framework. These policies are expressed using the XACML language [13] or a newly introduced version of distributed XACML [10].

2.5 Virtual Terminal

Currently, an end user has more than one device or terminal. Sometimes the use of certain digital identities is limited to be bound to some specific devices due to, for example, processing capacity restrictions, security constraints, etc., conditioning this way the flexibility and usability of the system. With the aim of mitigating this problem, the concept of virtual terminal has been defined within SWIFT [14], which tries to make identities usable among all the user’s devices.

The use of virtual terminals allows, for example, reducing the number of authentication processes that must be
performed among the devices, enabling the use of authentication capabilities of a device into another one (for example the use of a SIM card [15] to authenticate a web video streaming session) and moving application sessions among devices in a single way for end users and service providers.

In the virtual device architecture [14], one of the devices assumes the role of master device. Its responsibilities are to coordinate the inclusion and removing of devices, as well as the announcement of capabilities and the selection of the most indicated device to perform an operation. Figure 3 shows the basic architecture for the virtual terminal, where the different functional blocks that compose a device are depicted. Each of these functional blocks is in charge of a specific task: credential manager, identity manager and device coordinator.

Therefore, this architecture allows providing transparency in using and managing a group of devices as if they were a single device, sharing identity information and session control.

2.6 Mobility

Identity management mechanisms provided by SWIFT, specially the SSO one, allow management of the terminal mobility [16] to be simplified. This way, when a terminal moves from one network to another, it can perform a faster authentication, involving a lower number of messages and computational overhead, by making use of the material obtained from the first authentication.

Besides optimizing the network authentication process, the possibility of joining identity management with mobility management improves the access and availability of dynamic user information (for example the current location of the user or his preferences for certain services based on the current connection capabilities).

An example of mobility would be when Bob connects to the network with his PDA using his home cable connection, and then he decides to move to his car where he wants to keep connected to the network (in this case using a UMTS connection), and to maintain the active session alive.

SWIFT defines a framework that allows managing of end user mobility based on the use of authentication tokens and the mediation of the Identity Aggregator.

3 Components of the SWIFT Architecture

While Section 2 has described a series of important aspects within the SWIFT functionality, this section focuses on the description of the main components of the framework that performs the functionality described in this docu-
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4 Use Cases

In this section we present a high level vision of two of the use cases that have been defined for SWIFT and that are exhaustively in [8] and [17]. They depict the SWIFT identity management capabilities, specifically the use of virtual identities, attribute aggregation and the cross-layer SSO authentication.

4.1 Authentication and Authorization for Network Access

In this use case, Alice (EU) desires to access the network using one of her virtual identities. As shown in Figure 4, Alice initiates the process presenting an Initiation Statement to the network provider (NP), including information about the VID (step 1). As described before in this document, this information is protected to avoid anyone except the IdAgg to recognize the EU. That statement is forwarded from the NP to the IdAgg, which identifies that it refers to Alice’s virtual identity (alice@idagg.com) and determines the AuthNP that will be in charge of her authentication (step 2 and 3). Once Alice has been authenticated (by means of some network authentication mechanisms) (4), the AuthNP sends an artifact to the end user (step 5), enabling to retrieve a SSO Statement at a later point of time (step 14 and 15). Additionally the AuthNP provides an Authentication Statement to the IdAgg, where it is certified that Alice has been successfully authenticated (6). Following the same rationale, the IdAgg generates an Authentication Statement for the NP (7) where, besides of asserting Alice’s authenticity, a pseudonym is provided. This way the SP only needs to trust in the statement issued by the IdAgg, knowing nothing about the AuthNP that actually performed the authentication.

Once the authentication has been performed, the NP can request end user attributes to complete the process of authorization, prior to provide the service to Alice. In the first instance, the NP makes use of the pseudonym obtained in the previous step to request the attribute age from the IdAgg (8). The IdAgg determines which virtual identity is behind the indicated pseudonym, whether the requested attribute
is available or not (i.e. it was aggregated by the end user and the privacy policies allow it to be provided to the NP). If so, the IdAgg contacts with the AttP and requests the attribute (9). The AttP provides the attribute to the IdAgg (10), then does the same for the NP (11). In the same way, the NP only trusts the IdAgg for providing attributes.

Once the NP has obtained the users attribute age it can verify, by means of the corresponding access control policies (12), that she can be provided with the service (13) since she is over 18 years old. During this process the NP never knows the users actual identity, preserving her anonymity.

4.2 SSO Authentication for Web Access

In this use case an end user, Alice (EU), desires to access a web service, making use of one of her virtual identities and the SWIFT SSO mechanisms. As a previous step, Alice generates a SSO Token based on the SSO Statement received along the network access authentication and the SP that she wants to access. This token is protected in such a way that only the IdAgg is able to read it. As show in Figure 5, Alice starts the exchange of messages by sending this SSO Token to the SP (1). After that, the SP forwards the token to the IdAgg in order to validate its authenticity (2). Then the IdAgg determines the virtual identity of Alice (in this case, alice@idagg.com) and verifies that the SSO Statement used for its generation correspond with the one generated for the last Alice’s authentication. Once the IdAgg has validated the SSO Token, it generates and provides an Authentication Statement (3) to the SP. At this point the SP can perform the authorization process as described in the previous section (4) and provide the service to Alice (5).

As for the previous use case, the web access is performed in an anonymous way to the SP, which trusts the IdAgg for the identity management processing (authentication and attribute provisioning). Besides, the attribute retrieval is common for all the use cases, being the pillar of the authorization process.

5 Related Work

Currently we can find some related work with some of the specific aspects embraced by SWIFT, though none of them provides a complete and integrated functionality.

One of them is Idemix [18], that proposes an identity management solution where it is possible the aggregation of identities and the advanced privacy management. On the other hand, regarding the cross-layer SSO mechanisms, there are some proposals for its integration with IMS networks [19]. Finally, regarding the network authentication and access control policies, projects like DAMe [20] have presented their proposals and advances in the field.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a high-level vision of a framework offering solutions for advanced identity management aspects to both service providers and to users. The potential to aggregate end user accounts thus simplifying their management, or end users performing anonymous access to services which guarantee that they are valid, authenticated and authorized, offers great possibilities for both users and services. For instance, offering customized services depending on the end user attributes. For those organizations that require an authenticated network access (universities, research centres, companies etc.), the association between the network authentication process and the access to higher-level services increases the usability of these solutions.

These concepts are being developed within the SWIFT project and offer a base framework for further work in other identity management aspects, including advanced access control mechanisms, identity delegation, service-bound accounting etc. As an immediate next step, a formal security analysis is being performed over the current framework proposal.
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